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Simplified Chinese edition of Lies My Teacher Told Me:
Everything Your American History Textbook Got Wrong.
Loewen surveyed 18 high school history textbooks and was
appalled at the amount of myths, misinformation, blind
patriotism, and even lies that mislead our students. It's an eyeopener. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
This is the true story of an American hero who stood tall
against the Axis aggressors to preserve our freedoms. James
T. Connally flew the very first American combat mission of
WWII and almost survived to fly the last. This is his story from
his history and his heart.
Not every presidential visit to the theatre is as famous as
Lincoln's last night at Ford's, but American presidents
attended the theatre long before and long after that ill-fated
night. In 1751, George Washington saw his first play, The
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London Merchant, during a visit to Barbados. John Quincy
Adams published dramatic critiques. William McKinley
avoided the theatre while in office, on professional as well as
moral grounds. Richard Nixon met his wife at a community
theatre audition. Surveying 255 years, this volume examines
presidential theatre-going as it has reflected shifting popular
tastes in America.
In this pioneering critical study of Jack Kerouac’s book-length
poem, Mexico City Blues—a poetic parallel to the writer’s
fictional saga, the Duluoz Legend—James T. Jones uses a
rich and flexible neoformalist approach to argue his case for
the importance of Kerouac’s rarely studied poem. After a
brief summary of Kerouac’s poetic career, Jones embarks on
a thorough reading of Mexico City Blues from several different
perspectives: he first focuses on Kerouac’s use of
autobiography in the poem and then discusses how
Kerouac’s various trips to Mexico, his conversion to
Buddhism, his theory of spontaneous poetics, and his
attraction to blues and jazz influenced the theme, structure,
and sound of Mexico City Blues. Jones’s multidimensional
explication suggests the formal and thematic complexity of
Kerouac’s long poem and demonstrates the major
contribution Mexico City Blues makes to post–World War II
American poetry and poetics.
Pulling together what is known of eighteenth-century West
Highland piping and pipers and relating this to the effects of
changing social conditions on traditional Scottish Gaelic
piping since the suppression of the last Jacobite rebellion,
Gibson presents a new interpretation of the decline of Gaelic
piping and a new view of Gaelic society prior to the Highland
diaspora. Refuting widely accepted opinions that after
Culloden pipes and pipers were effectively banned in
Scotland by the Disarming Act (1746), Gibson reveals that
traditional dance bagpiping continued at least to the midPage 2/17
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nineteenth century. He argues that the dramatic depopulation
of the Highlands in the nineteenth century was one of the
main reasons for the decline of piping.
"I've struck it!" Mark Twain wrote in a 1904 letter to a friend.
"And I will give it away—to you. You will never know how much
enjoyment you have lost until you get to dictating your
autobiography." Thus, after dozens of false starts and
hundreds of pages, Twain embarked on his "Final (and Right)
Plan" for telling the story of his life. His innovative notion—to
"talk only about the thing which interests you for the
moment"—meant that his thoughts could range freely. The
strict instruction that many of these texts remain unpublished
for 100 years meant that when they came out, he would be
"dead, and unaware, and indifferent," and that he was
therefore free to speak his "whole frank mind." The year 2010
marks the 100th anniversary of Twain's death. In celebration
of this important milestone and in honor of the cherished
tradition of publishing Mark Twain's works, UC Press is proud
to offer for the first time Mark Twain's uncensored
autobiography in its entirety and exactly as he left it. This
major literary event brings to readers, admirers, and scholars
the first of three volumes and presents Mark Twain's
authentic and unsuppressed voice, brimming with humor,
ideas, and opinions, and speaking clearly from the grave as
he intended. Editors: Harriet E. Smith, Benjamin Griffin, Victor
Fischer, Michael B. Frank, Sharon K. Goetz, Leslie Myrick
Sander's thoughtful and informed study of this pioneering
philanthropist is the first to recognize Garrett and her
monumental contributions to equality in America.
Presents an easy-to-read biography of the sailor who never
fully recognized the importance of his discovery which
changed history.
The Autobiography of James T. Kirk chronicles the greatest
Starfleet captain's life (2233-2371), in hisown words. From his
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birth on the U.S.S. Kelvin, his youth spent on Tarsus IV, his
time in the StarfleetAcademy, his meteoric rise through the
ranks of Starfleet, and his illustrious career at the helm of
theEnterprise, this in-world memoir uncovers Captain Kirk in a
way Star Trek fans have never seen.Kirk's singular voice
rings throughout the text, giving insight into his convictions,
his bravery, and hiscommitment to the life--in all
forms--throughout this Galaxy and beyond. Excerpts from his
personalcorrespondence, captain's logs, and more give Kirk's
personal narrative further depth.
Beginning in 1945, America rocketed through a quartercentury of extraordinary economic growth, experiencing an
amazing boom that soared to unimaginable heights in the
1960s. At one point, in the late 1940s, American workers
produced 57 percent of the planet's steel, 62 percent of the
oil, 80 percent of the automobiles. The U.S. then had threefourths of the world's gold supplies. English Prime Minister
Edward Heath later said that the United States in the postWar era enjoyed "the greatest prosperity the world has ever
known." It was a boom that produced a national euphoria, a
buoyant time of grand expectations and an unprecedented
faith in our government, in our leaders, and in the American
dream--an optimistic spirit which would be shaken by events
in the '60s and '70s, and particularly by the Vietnam War.
Now, in Grand Expectations, James T. Patterson has written
a highly readable and balanced work that weaves the major
political, cultural, and economic events of the period into a
superb portrait of America from 1945 through Watergate.
Here is an era teeming with memorable events--from the
bloody campaigns in Korea and the bitterness surrounding
McCarthyism to the assassinations of the Kennedys and
Martin Luther King, to the Vietnam War, Watergate, and
Nixon's resignation. Patterson excels at portraying the
amazing growth after World War II--the great building boom
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epitomized by Levittown (the largest such development in
history) and the baby boom (which exploded literally nine
months after V-J Day)--as well as the resultant buoyancy of
spirit reflected in everything from streamlined toasters, to big,
flashy cars, to the soaring, butterfly roof of TWA's airline
terminal in New York. And he shows how this upbeat, can-do
mood spurred grander and grander expectations as the era
progressed. Of course, not all Americans shared in this
economic growth, and an important thread running through
the book is an informed and gripping depiction of the civil
rights movement--from the electrifying Brown v. Board of
Education decision, to the violent confrontations in Little
Rock, Birmingham, and Selma, to the landmark civil rights
acts of 1964 and 1965. Patterson also shows how the
Vietnam War--which provoked LBJ's growing credibility gap,
vast defense spending that dangerously unsettled the
economy, and increasingly angry protests--and a growing
rights revolution (including demands by women, Hispanics,
the poor, Native Americans, and gays) triggered a backlash
that widened hidden rifts in our society, rifts that divided along
racial, class, and generational lines. And by Nixon's
resignation, we find a national mood in stark contrast to the
grand expectations of ten years earlier, one in which faith in
our leaders and in the attainability of the American dream was
greatly shaken. The Oxford History of the United States The
Oxford History of the United States is the most respected
multi-volume history of our nation. The series includes three
Pulitzer Prize winners, a New York Times bestseller, and
winners of the Bancroft and Parkman Prizes. The Atlantic
Monthly has praised it as "the most distinguished series in
American historical scholarship," a series that "synthesizes a
generation's worth of historical inquiry and knowledge into
one literally state-of-the-art book." Conceived under the
general editorship of C. Vann Woodward and Richard
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Hofstadter, and now under the editorship of David M.
Kennedy, this renowned series blends social, political,
economic, cultural, diplomatic, and military history into
coherent and vividly written narrative.
Burtt's book, The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern
Physical Science, is something of a puzzle within the context
of twentieth-century intellectual history, especially American
intellectual history. Burtt's pioneering study of the scientific
revolution has proved to prophetic in its rejection of both
scientism and positivism. Published in 1924, Burtt's book
continues to be read in educated circles and remains both the
rose and the thorn on university reading lists, raising skeptical
questions about science methods and science knowledge just
as it did seventy-five years ago. This book examines Burtt's
public, academic and personal life. From his politics of
conscience after World War I on through the Cold War Burtt is
shown to be a man of unparalleled integrity, whose relentless
search for philosophic understanding drove his more quixotic
philosophical quests and steered his personal life, including
its tragic dimension, toward simple virtue. The many who
have been affected by The Metaphysical Foundations will be
especially interested in this new perspective on the life and
thought of its author. Those who have not read Burtt's books
might be inspired to study this unusual American thinker.

A fascinating, immensely readable biography of one
of the most important radical intellectuals of the
twentieth century.
This collection of essays represents the best recent
history written on Civil War activity in Arkansas. It
illuminates the complexity of such issues as guerrilla
warfare, Union army policies, and the struggles
hetween white and black civilians and soldiers, and
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also shows that the war years were a time of great
change and personal conflict for the citizens of the
state, despite the absence of "great" battles or
armies. All the essays, which have been previously
published in scholarly journals, have been revised to
reflect recent scholarship in the field. Each selection
explores a military or social dimension of the war
that has been largely ignored or which is unique to
the war in Arkansas—gristmill destruction, military
farm colonies, nitre mining operations, mountain clan
skirmishes, federal plantation experiments, and
racial atrocities and reprisals. Together, the essays
provoke thought on the character and cost of the war
away from the great battlefields and suggest the
pervasive change wrought by its destructiveness. In
the cogent introduction Daniel E. Sutherland and
Anne J. Bailey set the historiographic record of the
Civil War in Arkansas, tracing a line from the first
writings through later publications to our current
understanding. As a volume in The Civil War in the
West series, Civil War Arkansas elucidates littleknown but significant aspects of the war,
encouraging new perspectives on them and focusing
on the less studied western theater. As such, it will
inform and challenge both students and teachers of
the American Civil War.
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The Autobiography of James T. Kirk chronicles the
greatest Starfleet captain's life (2233-2371), in his
own words. From his youth spent on Tarsus IV, his
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time in the Starfleet Academy, his meteoric raise
through the ranks of Starfleet, and his illustrious
career at the helm of the Enterprise, this in-world
memoir uncovers Captain Kirk in a way Star Trek
fans have never seen.
THE PERFECT IN-UNIVERSE BOOK FOR STAR
TREK FANS, DETAILING THE LIFE AND
ADVENTURES OF THE ORIGINAL CAPTAIN JEAN
LUC PICARD! THE FOLLOW-UP FICTIONAL
BIOGRAPHY TO TITAN'S BESTSELLING
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JAMES T. KIRK! The
Autobiography of Jean-Luc Picard tells the story of
one of the most celebrated names in Starfleet
history. His extraordinary life and career makes for
dramatic reading: court martials, unrequited love, his
capture and torture at the hand of the Cardassians,
his assimilation with the Borg and countless other
encounters as captain of the celebrated Starship
Enterprise.
??????????·??????????????1914????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????20??????
??????
Reprint of the original, first published in 1870.
Of all the changes that have swept across America
in the past century, perhaps none have been as swift
or dramatic as those that transpired in the 1960s.
The United States entered the decade still flush with
postwar triumphalism, but left it profoundly changed:
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shaken by a disastrous foreign war and unhinged by
domestic social revolutions and countercultural
movements that would define the nation’s character,
politics, and policies for decades to come. The
prevailing understanding of the 1960s traces its
powerful shockwaves to 1968, a year of violent
protests and tragic assassinations. But in The First
Year of the Sixties, esteemed historian James T.
Patterson shows that it was actually in 1965 that
America truly turned a corner and entered the new,
tumultuous era we now know as “The Sixties.” In
the early 1960s, America seemed on the cusp of a
golden age. Political liberalism, national prosperity,
and interracial civil rights activism promised positive
change for many Americans. Although the nation
had been shocked by the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis
and the 1963 assassination of President Kennedy,
America’s fundamental traditions and mores
remained intact. It was a time of consensus and
optimism, and popular culture reflected this
continuity. Young people dressed and behaved
almost exactly as they did in the 1950s, and if the
music and hairstyles of the British Invasion worried
some conservative parents, these concerns were
muted. At the beginning of 1965, Americans saw no
indication that the new year would be any different.
In January, President Johnson proclaimed that the
country had “no irreconcilable conflicts.” Initially,
events seemed to prove him right. The economy
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continued to boom, and the overwhelmingly
Democratic Congress passed a host of historic
liberal legislation, from the Voting Rights Act to
Medicare and Medicaid to expansions of federal aid
for education and the war on poverty. But Patterson
shows that, even amidst these reassuring
developments, American unity was unraveling.
Turmoil erupted in the American South and overseas
in the spring of 1965, with state troopers attacking
civil rights demonstrators in Selma, Alabama and
American combat troops rushing into Vietnam to
protect American interests there. Many black
leaders, meanwhile, were becoming disenchanted
with nonviolence, and began advocating instead for
African-American militancy. That summer, as antiwar protests reached a fever pitch, rioting exploded
in the Watts area of Los Angeles; the six days of
looting and fires that followed shocked many
Americans and cooled their enthusiasm for the
president’s civil rights initiatives, which—like his other
“Great Society” programs—were also being steadily
undermined by the costly and unpopular war in
Vietnam. Conservative counterattacks followed, with
Republicans like California gubernatorial candidate
Ronald Reagan—and even some disillusioned
Democrats—criticizing the President for mismanaging
the war and expanding the federal government past
its manageable limits. As Patterson explains, this
growing pessimism permeated every level of society.
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By the end of 1965 the national mood itself had
darkened, as reflected in a new strain of antiestablishment rock music by artists like the Rolling
Stones, Bob Dylan, the Grateful Dead, and Jefferson
Airplane. Their songs and lyrics differed dramatically
from the much more staid recordings of
contemporary acts like Frank Sinatra, Julie Andrews,
and the Supremes, reflecting an alienation from
mainstream American culture shared by an
increasing number of young Americans. In The First
Year of the Sixties, James T. Patterson traces the
transformative events of this critical year, showing
how 1965 saw an idealistic and upbeat nation
derailed by developments both at home and abroad.
An entire generation of Americans—as well as the
country&r
Superbly written and informed by decades of
research, Liberal Hearts and Coronets is the first
biography to treat John Campbell Gordon as
seriously as his better-known wife, Ishbel
Marjoribanks Gordon.
The contents are miscellaneous. Roughly, the
volumes treat the following subjects: M.a.189-91:
Shakespeare, ca. 1880-1904. M.a.192:
Commentaries and questions on Shakespeare's As
you like it, ca. 1887-1890. M.a.193: English history,
undated. M.a.194: Ireland and home rule, ca.
1881-92. M.a.195: Queen Elizabeth, ca. 1882.
M.a.196: Literary clubs, ca. 1900. M.a.197-99:
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Literary efforts; one part is possibly part of a diary or
the author's recollections. It may be merely a story,
however, ca. 1890. M.a.200-05, M.b.24: Law. W.a.7:
Another law note-book.
This carefully crafted ebook: "Complete Works of
Henry James: Novels, Short Stories, Plays, Essays,
Autobiography and Letters" is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents. Henry James (1843-1916) was an
American-British writer who spent most of his writing
career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key
figures of 19th-century literary realism. Table of
Contents: Autobiographies: A Small Boy and Others
Notes of a Son and Brother The Middle Years
Novels: Confidence Roderick Hudson The
Ambassadors The American The Awkward Age The
Bostonians The Europeans The Golden Bowl The
Other House The Outcry The Portrait of a Lady The
Princess Casamassima The Reverberator The
Sacred Fount The Spoils of Poynton The Tragic
Muse The Whole Family The Wings of the Dove
Washington Square Watch and Ward What Maisie
Knew The Ivory Tower (Unfinished) Novellas and
Short Stories Plays: A Change of Heart Daisy Miller
Disengaged Guy Domville Pyramus and Thisbe Still
Waters Summersoft Tenants The Album The High
Bid The Outcry The Reprobate Essays and Studies:
Essays in London and Elsewhere French Novelists
and Poets Hawthorne Notes and Reviews Notes on
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Novelists Partial Portraits Picture and Text Portraits
of Places The Art of the Novel Views and Reviews
William Wetmore Story and His Friends Within the
Rim and Other Essays Collected Travel Sketches: A
Little Tour in France English Hours Italian Hours The
American Scene Transatlantic Sketches Collected
Letters Collected Works about Henry James: An
Extract from 'The Decay of Lying' by Oscar Wilde
Henry James. An Appreciation by Joseph Conrad
Henry James, Jr by William Dean Howells Other
Essays: Henry James by Virginia Woolf
Underwoods: Poems Addressed to Henry James by
Robert Louis Stevenson Memoirs and Portraits: An
Essay and Letter by Robert Louis Stevenson
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On June 4, 1965, President Lyndon Johnson
delivered what he and many others considered the
greatest civil rights speech of his career. Proudly,
Johnson hailed the new freedoms granted to African
Americans due to the newly passed Civil Rights Act
and Voting Rights Act, but noted that "freedom is not
enough." The next stage of the movement would be
to secure racial equality "as a fact and a result." The
speech was drafted by an assistant secretary of
labor by the name of Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who
had just a few months earlier drafted a scorching
report on the deterioration of the urban black family
in America. When that report was leaked to the
press a month after Johnson's speech, it created a
whirlwind of controversy from which Johnson's civil
rights initiatives would never recover. But Moynihan's
arguments proved startlingly prescient, and
established the terms of a debate about welfare
policy that have endured for forty-five years. The
history of one of the great missed opportunities in
American history, Freedom Is Not Enough will be
essential reading for anyone seeking to understand
our nation's ongoing failure to address the tragedy of
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the black underclass.
This collection of new essays explores the role
played by women practitioners in the arts during the
period often referred to as the Belle Epoque, a turn
of the century period in which the modern media
(audio and film recording, broadcasting, etc.) began
to become a reality. Exploring the careers and
creative lives of both the famous (Sarah Bernhardt)
and the less so (Pauline Townsend) across a
remarkable range of artistic activity from composition
through oratory to fine art and film directing, these
essays attempt to reveal, in some cases for the first
time, women’s true impact on the arts at the turn of
the 19th century.
Looks at the life and career accomplishments of the
prominent lawyer, businessman, statesman, and last
surviving son of Abraham Lincoln, as well as his
complex relationship with his famous parents.
Interview with James Kerns, a Navy veteran,
concerning his experiences while aboard a motor
launch in Pearl Harbor during the Japanese attack
on December 7, 1941.
Property ownership has been a traditional means for
African Americans to gain recognition and enter the
mainstream of American life. This landmark study
documents this significant, but often overlooked,
aspect of the black experience from the late
eighteenth century to World War I.
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